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25 - COTTERSTOCK 
 
1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 
 
1.1 This Strategy Statement considers the history and issues of particular relevance to Cotterstock, and must be 

read in conjunction with the general policies and proposals. 
 
1.2 Cotterstock is located approximately 1½ miles west of the A605 and 2 miles north of Oundle.  The village 

consists of a single street with Cotterstock Hall located in the centre and St Andrew’s Church in the east.  
Cotterstock was recorded in the Domesday Book as Codestoche.  Cotterstock Hall was built in 1658 with 
alterations in the early 18th Century and a main staircase added in the 19th Century.  The poet John Dryden 
was a frequent visitor and is thought to have stayed in the south-west attic room at the Hall.  The Church of St 
Andrew is located to the east of the village, adjacent to the River Nene and dates from the late 12th Century.  
The main period of construction was in the 13th and 14th Centuries and the building was restored and 
extended in 1876.   

 
1.3 In Cotterstock Parish there are 20 entries on the statutory list of buildings of special architectural or historic 

interest, 16 are within the Conservation Area which covers the eastern part of the village around St Andrew's 
Church and Cotterstock Hall.  Tree Preservation Orders have been made on trees in and around the village.  

 
1.4 In 1991 the population of Cotterstock Parish was 119, with a dwelling stock of 50.  The mid 1995 estimates 

are a population of 133 and a dwelling stock of 56. 
 
1.5 Cotterstock has a village hall and is visited by a variety of mobile services, although it does not have mains 

drainage.  
 
 
2. DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
 
2.1 The general form and character of the village is such that it is considered unable to accommodate significant 

development without affecting that character, or the village setting.  Cotterstock is therefore categorised as a 
Restricted Infill settlement in policy H10. 

 
2.2 Land is not allocated for housing or employment on the Inset Proposals Map and development will not be 

permitted on the areas designated as Important Open Land.  During the Plan period some new housing may be 
permitted.  This will need to be within the confines of the village and must satisfy the criteria set out in policy 
H12.  Schemes for affordable housing may be allowed beyond the confines of the village, provided the criteria 
set out in policy H16 are satisfied. 

 
2.3 Small scale business, general industrial and tourism developments located within the confines of the village 

may be permitted, provided the criteria set out in policy EMP11 are satisfied.    The provision of recreation 
and community facilities will be supported by the District Council, within the terms of policy RL1. 

 
2.4 The existing Conservation Area boundary is shown on the Inset Proposals Map.   Development within this 

area will need to have regard to policies EN12 to EN14, EN16, EN17 and EN19.  The boundary may be 
modified in the future. 
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